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Editorial. 
IN the WEEKLY of January 17, some suggestions appeared con-cerning the relations of the normal schools to the common 
school system, in which an attempt was made to point out the 
true aim aDd scoI,e of the latter. It was also affirmed that the 
real Junction 9f the teachers' seminaries is to promote the work ' 
of professional preparation, exclusively. We now add that the 
amount of such work actually and thoroughly done ought to be 
considered as the just measure of their success and usefulness. 
It is not at all diffi~lt to suggest in general terms what the (::har-
acter of the professional study and practice should be, and for 
the want of which the, common schools are suffering. It is not 
claimed that no so-called academical iQstruction should be given 
in these seminaries. In the present condition of affairs this 
seems indispensable. But it should not be regarded as their 
supreme end. On the other hand, the professional training 
should be made the constantly increasing factor in the problem. 
It might consist of the study of human nature, especially of 
childhood nature, of the means and methods of exciting it to a 
healthful self-activity; of the faculties of the mind, their order 
of development, their judicious use and their abuse; of the re-
lations of the vario~s studies to the development of the faculties, 
including the true order of s~udies. 
It might further consist of the special study of education as a 
science, its nature, ends, means, and limitations; of its relations 
to the individual, to the state, and to society as a whole, and of 
its necessity to self-government. This would include the organ- . 
ization of different systems of education, school legislation, edu-
cational· history and biography. It would embrace the school, 
its organization and management; school supervision, its objects, 
rilethods, uses, and abuses; . the mutua'l relations and duties of 
the family and the s<;hool, of . parents and teachers; the duties 
of school officers; the necessity of special preparation for both 
school officers and teachers, and many kindred subjects of vital 
importance to the efficiency of the schools and the progress of 
education. This order of knowledge we believe to be the most 
serious want of the times with the great mass of those who are 
directly engaged in, or are closely related to our school .work. 
The need is that persons cOl~petent to inform and guide public 
educational sentiment, as well as merely to teach the school, 
in every neighborhood, should be raised up. Who is to do all 
this if not the teacher? And what agency is to prepare and 
strengthen the teacher for these all important duties if not the 
seminary in which Ite ought to be trained 7 But how is that sem-
inary to train him for such duties if nine-tenths, or nineteen-
twentieths of its time and strength must be given to preparing 
llim for tlte reception of this class of ideas and modes of work? 
How can it do what all other schools are, or ought to be doing, 
and still properly discharge its own specific functions? These 
questions are both practical and serious, and they are perfectly 
pertinent to the issue before us. 
------------------
One thing in this connection is certain. Our public school 
system cannot advance very far beyond the public sentiment 
that must sustain It. If that be crude alld ill -infor~ed, if it be 
lacking in that faith that is born of earnest conviction, if it be 
inclined to count the cost without duly considering the gains of 
an efficient system of education, then we have little to expect 
unless -the reforms of which we speak can be realized. There 
are thousands of well-intentioned "frie.I!ds of education" all 
over the country, who fro,m the lack of educational information, 
and of the details of our school system are both incompetent to 
defend, and disinclined to give it that hearty support so essential 
to complete success. That system has become so expanded and 
differentiated in its details that many who may be considered 
leaders of opinion in some respects, can neither comprehend nor 
explain some of its most important provisions: Members of 
grave legislative ,bodies called ·upon to enact or repeal laws of 
vital necessity to the welfare of the schools and of the people; 
edi tors of leading newspapers whose chief aim should ever be 
to inform public sentiment in all that pertains to the public in-
. terest, are-lamentably wanting in that knowledge of educa~ional 
subjects so indispensable to wise action in their respective 
spheres. . 
-----------------
. The normal schools should become the central luminaries 0 f 
the public school system, radiating their light in all directions 
among the'. people. They should seek to lay the broad. and deep 
foundations of that professional knowledge and skill, without 
which there can be no real progress in education reform, or any 
.other reform of a permanent character. They should send forth 
a continuous procession of those who cannot only teach the 
schools but preach the gospel of true education to everjcreature. 
T~ey should be freed from every entangling alliance and incum-
. 
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brance that tends to embarrass or prevent the accomplishment 
of their simple, yet grand design of elevating and improving the 
common school through the elevation and improvement of the 
teacher a,nd the school officer. Since they exist only for the 
purpose of providing skilled laborers in the educational field, 
they should be stripped of every other pretense and relieved 
from every other duty that they may perform their exclusive 
function without let or hindrance, and without fear or favor. 
They should be placed peyond the reach of greedy p~iticians 
and soulless demagogues that they rllay elevate the people above 
the machinations of both. 
The relations between the normal schools and the common 
school system are thus easy to be discerned. They are indeed 
intimate, important, and inseparable. They are the relations of 
the fountain to the stream, of the cause to its effect. As the 
pow~r of the stream must depend upon the height and depth 
and breadth of the fountain, so tile efficiency and beneficence 
of the cornmon school system must be largely dependent upon 
the full development of these teachers' seminaries in the direc-
tion of their special and peculiar work. To this problem we 
should address ourselves with all the earnestness and wisdom 
that· the gravity of the situation and the importance of the inter-
ests involved demand. Wherever the common school goes the 
normal school must eventually be planted . Wherever the people 
are to be properly educated, the teachers must be carefully and 
wisely trained and prepared ' for their duties. Ignorance can 
only_ reproduce its own. hideous likeness. Teaching is the high-
est of all arts and the most important of all public functions. 
Like all other arts, and more than all others, it demands special 
study and training to win real success. Many there are, it is true, 
who have traveled the long road to emi.nence without the advan-
tages of early special training. But theJe . is not one of them 
who will not candidly acknowledge that with such advantages at 
the outset many grievous errors might have been avoided and a 
far higher eminence achieved . The real principle Involved 'is 
that a supply of skilled ,taborers in the educational.field can be se-
cured only by measures adequate to tIle magnitude of tIle work in 
hand, and that nonnal schools universally established and care-
fully perfected in their plans and metbods afford the best means 
hitherto devised for the solution of the problem. Sonle practi-
cal suggestions growing out of this diSCUSSIOn will be presented 
in a future number. 
VILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS-III. 
Supt. AARON GOVE; Denver, Colorado. 
THE relation of t~e principal to his associate teachers must be much the same In all schools, whatever be the surroundings. 
"U nion is strength" is as truthful of school as of national econ-
opinion is not ratified, nothing but excellent judgment in the 
appellat_e power can prevent trouble. I am inclined to believe 
that teachers who work in communities do not give sufficient 
heed to this; that principals do not call the attention of their 
co-workers to the fact that each needs the help of all the rest . . 
Any word, or look, even, given by the principal, or teacher, or 
member of the board, that can be understood as condemning an 
associate, is received as from semi-official authority, and re-stated 
with the ordinary exaggeration. I .must not be understood as 
urging the concealment of flagrant evils; when they exist, but 
as stating my belief in the excellence of the pract.ice of talking 
little unless that talk be of pleasant sort. 
Instructions to subordinates should never be given in the pres-
ence of the pupils. No class exercise should be interrupted by 
the principal without first asking the consent of the teacher, in 
a manner noticeable by the school. The principal should be 
careful at all times in addressing his teachers, to show the same 
respect and deference that he wishes the ' pupils to show. All 
these things help the teacher in her discipline, for the boys and 
girls are usually willing to be as modest and deferential as they 
perceive the schoolmaster to be. All directions from principal 
to subordinates should be passed through the proper channels. 
Those who are familiar with miJjtary discipline will understand 
at once the importance of this. If the president of the board 
passes to some ward school and gives definite instru(Ootion relative 
to a point of management, and the superintendent knows noth-
ing of it, confusion must ensue; the same is true if the principal 
issues general instructions to the teacher of a room without pass-
ing them through the principal of the building. 
1n most schools of which these papers treat, but one man is 
among the corps of teachers. The girls oLthe village have for 
their models (?) in conversation, deportment, and dress, several 
individuals. Th~ boys have only one. This one is often closely 
watched. Does he wear his hat in the school-room during inter-
mission? does he pare his nails? does he neglect to clean and 
black his boots, or to wear a clean collar? is his hair uncombed 
and his coat unbrushed? then will his boys from highest to low- . 
est grades through all the schools in all the buildings, be inclined 
to do likewise. 
I know I am treading on well-worn paths, when ~ speak of 
these last, but the teacher of the country school, or the teacher of 
a room, has not the power, in this direction, that the master of 
the village school has. . It will bear repeating, as long as our 
free schools live. Principals need to have it thrown at them 
once a month every year; for it is not so much ,,,hat we do not 
know as what we neglect, that materially affeets our management. 
/ 
THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS. 
omy. Board of education, principal, and teachers m'ust, so far Prest. E. C. HEWETT, Illinois Normal University. 
as the public know, be united in sentiment and in practice; one IN the 43d number of the WEELKY, I denied the truth' of the 
dissenter from either of the classes mentioned is likely to cause statement recently made by Dr. C. H. Fowler at Princeton. 
much opposi'tion. It cannot be expected that each teacher will . In the 47th number, Dr. George ' F. Magoun . took occasion to 
believe just as does each other teacher, in the management of attack my article somewhat fiercely. I do not propose at pres-
pupils. It is fortunate for our schools that this difference exists. ent to answer his attack, nor even to inquire if it "wiiS fair," if 
When, however, a difference of opinion in management arises, "it was candid'" if "it can possibly be well-founded at all." 
and the results are likely to affect the whole school, it becomes Let readers who are acquainted with the facts read the two arti-
the outy of the principal to make a decision which shall be final. des, 'and judge for themselves. I will ' merely say that I have no 
This is not one of the pleasant duties of him who has charge. word in that article to take back, nor to soften. But, in regard 
When of two young teachers whose notions are -opposed, both to Dr. Fowler's" false witness" I have something more to say; 
are equally correct, and eith~r is ready almost to ' rebel, if her and, if Dr. Magoun chooses to stand with him in his positio~, 
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then I have anDther to. add to. "the few gentlemen" I qUDted 
befDre. 
That I might nDt "generalize tDD brDadly and rashly" this 
time, in my denial Df Dr. FDwler's assertiDn that tIle ltigll schools 
. 'tax the poor man to educate the cllildren qf tlu rich, I have gath-
ered SDme facts. AbDut three weeks ago., I sent circulars to. the 
schDDI authDrities in ninety-fDur Df the principal tDwns Df IIli-
nDis, lying sDuth Df the C. B. and Q. railrDad. These circulars 
cDntained the fDlIDwing questiDns : 
I. Ha~e you a public high school? 
2. How many pupils did you graduate last year? 
3. The parents of !to\~ many of them might be considered wealthy? (Worth 
$10 000 or more.) 
4: The parents of how many are in moderat" circumstances? 
5. The parents of how many are poor? 
6. How many had no fl'ther living? 
7. How many in your present senior class? 
8. How many of their parents are wealthy? 
9. How many of their parents in moderate circumstances? 
10. How many of their parents are poor? 
I I. How many have no father living? 
12. Any remarks? 
I have received replies to. ·most Df these circulars; ill several 
cas~s, the r epDrt is that there is no. public high SChDDl in the 
tDwn. But there lie befDre us the repDrts from fDrty-twD tDwns 
and cities in which there are high SChDDls, Dr the upper grades 
are pursuing high-schDDI studies. These repDrts include returns 
frDm nearly all the larger cities and tDwns in the regiDn Df CDun-
try indicated. And their almDst uniform testimDny is that a large 
majDrity Df the graduates Df Dur public high schDDls are the chil-
dren Df parents who. financially are in mDderate Dr in pDDr cir-
cumstances, a very large prDpDrtiDn belDnging to. the last. class. 
I submit two. Dr three Df these repDrts as specimens. FrDm Dne 
Qf the smaller cit ies, the fDllDwing were the answers; I give them 
as numbered to. cDrrespDnd to. the queries : 
J. "I, yes; 2, 12; 3,3; 4, 3; S, 6; (two were objects of charity;) 6, 2; 7, 
6; 8,0; 9,3; 1,;>,3; 11,2;.12, one of the class is an orpha~l, living on the 
charity of a relallve, and he IS so poo~ that the Board autho l lzed me to per· 
mit him to use the desk-books, he belOg unable to purchase. He is at the 
head of tlie class." 
II. FrDm anDther city Df abDut the same size, the repDrt is as 
fDllDWS~ 
"I, yes; 2, I, the parents were poor; 7,10; 8,2; 9,6; 10,2; 11,2; '12. 
As 1 review in my mind the list of graduates of the -- High School, 1 am 
forced to th ~ conclusion that it has been peculiarly the "Poor Man's College." 
Of the six who graduated year before last, five are the children of poor parent~, 
comparatively speaking. One is the daughter of a coal·hauler; another of 
a grocery clerk; another of a farmer much in debt ; another, the son of a 
carpenter in poor circumstances. The graduate of last year IS the daugh' er 
of a blind man, whose wife supportnhe lamily by hard work. Three others 
who lacked but a term's work of finishing the' course, are the daughters of 
poor people, th~ mothers of two being widows who support their families by 
doing plam sewmg. 
"Of the ten who are expected to graduate next June, one is the daughter 
of a tailor, another of a carpenter; another still, of a milliner, (widow); one 
supports herself by working in a family; the only boy of a widow is still 
another . 
.. The claim made by some, that the. poor support the high schools for the 
benefit of the rich, does not find anything to stand on in the conduct of our 
High School. Very few have paid a tax equal in amount to the tu 'tlOn in 
any academy or seminary." 
. III. The answers frDm anDther place, sDmewhat smaller, are the 
mDst favDrable to. the truth Df Dr. FDwler's statement Df any re-
pDrt included in the whDle number Df 42; these answers are 
gi ven belDw : 
"I, yes; 2, none ; 7,4; 8,2; 9,2; 10,0; II, I; 12. I think our high 
school, now numbering 47, is composed of pupils whose parents are wealthy, 
or who are domg a mercantile business. Very few pupils of poor parents 
will ever reach it. The children of parents in moderate circumstances are 
sometimes able to do the first, or perhaps the second year's work. The influ· 
ence of the high school over the lower departments is worth its cost." 
The inevitable cDnclusiDn frDm the rePDrts received is that the 
high schDDls, Df this part Df Dur state at least, are the seminaries 
Df the midqle and.ID·wer classes, speaking ~nancially, and Df the 
.. 
Drphans. Let such DDctDrs Df Divinity as wish to. deprive these 
yDung peDple Df their privileges fDr the sake Df building SD~e 
pet institutiDns Df their Dwn enjDY the cDmfDrt Df their pDsitiDn 
if they can . But" I believe I knDIV enDugh Df the DpiniDns Df 
Dur peDple to. predict that the DutcDme" will nDt add to. that 
cDmfcrt. 
GRUBE'S METHOD.-III. 
(Prof. LDUIS SOLDAN, Principal of the St. Louis Normal School.) 
I I. Applied numbers. 
. How many gallons ar~ 2 quarts? Charie, hai 5 dime!;; he bought two 
copy-books, each of whIch cost 2 dimes. What money did he keep? (This 











Henry read a .lesson three times, Emma read it a~ many times as he did, 
and two times more. How often did she read it? Father had five peaches, 
and gave them to his 3 chIldren. The youngest one received one peach; how 
many did each of the other children receive? etc. 
1. 
a. Nleasuring. 
an with 11 
bb with 2 
cc with 3 J 
dd with 4 
ee with 5 
SIXTH STEP. 
Each proces> illustrated by six lines, of which as many 
are placed in a row as is indicated by the number by which 
6 is to be measured. 
ff. Miscellaneous examples. 
h. Rapid solution of Problems. 
c. Combinations of Numbers. 
II. The applied number. 
Grube thinks that Dee year Dught to' be spent in this way Dn 
the nllmber$ frDm I to' 10. He says: "In the thDrDugh way 
in which I want arithmetic taught, Dne year is nDt tDD IDng fDr 
this mDst impDrtant part Df the wDrk. In regard to. extent, the 
schDlar has nDt, apparently, gained very much-=-he knDws Dnly 
the numbers from I to. 10. But he knows them." In reference 
to. the main principles to. be Dbserved, he demands, first, "that 
no. new number shall be commenced befDre the previDus Dne is 
perfectly mastered ;" secDndly, "that reviews shDuld frequently 
and regularly take place," and lastly, "that whatever knDwl" 
edge has been acquired and fully mastered by illustratiDn and 
DbservatiDn, must be thDrDughly cDmmitted to. memDry." "Tn 
the process Df measuring, pupils must acquire the utmDst mechan-
ical skill." It is essential to. this methDd that in the measuring 
which fDrms the basis fDr all subsequent DperatiDns, the pupils 
have befDre their eyes a diagram illustrating the prDCf'SS_ It mat-
ters nDt by means Df what Dbjects the pupils see the DperatiDn 
illustrated, whether fingers, lines, . Dr dDts, but they certainly 
must see it. It is a feature Df this methDd, that it teaches by 
the eye as well as by the ear, while. in mDst Dther methDds arith-
metic is taught by the ear alDne. If, fDr instance, the child is 
.tD measure 7 by the number 3, the illustratiDn to' be used is: 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
If lines Dr dDts are arranged in this way, alld impressed upDn 
the child's memDry as depicting the relatiQn between the num-
bers 3 and 7, it is, in fact, all there is to' knDw abDut it. Instead 
Df teaching all the variety Df 'pDssible cDmbinatiDns between 3 
and 7, it is sufficient to make the child keep in mind the abDve 
picture. The first fDur rules, as far as 3 and 7 are cDncern.;d, are 
cDntained in it, and will result frDm expressing the same thing 
Ii different;;.wDrds, Dr describing the .picture in different waYf 
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Looking at the picture, the child can describe it, or read it as: 
. 3+3+1=7, or 2X3+1=7, or 7-3 - 3=1, 7+3=2 (I) . 
The latter process to be read: From 7 I take away 3 twice, and 
I remains. 
Let the number to .be measured be 10, and the immber by 
which it is to be measured be 4 j then since the way to arrange 
the lines or dots for illustration is to have as many dots or lines 
as is indicated by the larger number, and as many of them in 
a row as is indicated by the smaller number, we write: 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o o 
The child will be able to see at once, by reading the diagram, 
as it were, that 
4+4+2=10., 2X4+2=IO, 10.-4- 4=2, 10.+4=2 (2), 
and to perceive at a glance a variety of other combinations. 
The children will, in the. course of time, learn howto dni.w these 
pictures on their slates in the proper way. Nor will it take long 
to make 'them understand that every picture of this kind is to 
be "read" in four ways, first using the word and, then times, 
then less, then, From . . . . can be taken away ... ' . tz"mes. As 
soon as th~ pupils can do this, they have mastered the method 
and can work independently all the problems, within the given 
number, which are required in measuring. It.would be a mis-
take to suppose that, in 'teaching according to this method, mem-
ory is not required on the part of the child. Memory is as im-
portant a factor here, as it is in all instruction. This should be 
emphasized, because with some teachers it has become almost a 
crime to say that memory holds its place in education. To have 
are better than most other objects for which we endure taxation, 
and the benefits are more lasting, are self-renewing and perpet-
ual. it/is better to gain in any community an accession of five 
or ten per cent to the number of voters if the newly admitted 
citi zens are of the highest grade in character, habits, and i'ntel-
lect, than to gain any special measure of reform, because these 
good citizens will be reform in every way. It is better and 
a more enduring advantage to have a good factory w<!ll started 
! than a year's manufactures merely imported, because th~ factory 
will be 'a source of yearly supply and of employment of hands. 
While we welcome a beautiful park-like Prospect Park, in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., even at a cost of ten millions, yet it is less 
welcome than the good health of the community, and is a mere 
means of health as well as pleasure. 
Man is lord of creation . The more we can do' for man in 
bodily welfare,. in property, in safety, the better. Yet this is 
only the body, or mere outside case of the real man, and is but 
second-rate or subsidiary, compared to the inner life and growth 
, of the spirit and mind. As a mother would be despised who 
treated her child like a doll or an • animal, so is all legislation 
short~sighted that neglects the permanent and highest interests 
of the young. It saves on the young, and spends on the older 
more than it saved. It saves on education, but 10f>es in vunish-
ments. It cuts down salaries of teachers, but has to expend 
more for policemen and courts. It grudges the ounce for pre-
vel1tion, and spends the pound for cure, when cure is too late. 
TEACHER AND DISTRICT.-V. 
a good memory is, in their eyes, a sign of stupidity. Grube was • C. M. WOo.DRUFF, o.f the Michigan Bar, Detroit. 
too experienced a teacher to fall into this error. While by his Ill. OF THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE TEACHER AND THE DISTRICT. 
method the results are gained in all easier and more natural way, Sec. I. Th~ Gmeral pri1uipla of 'h~ law of emltracts. 
whatever result is arrived at must be firmly retained by dint of THE general principles of the law of Contracts are, of course, applicab~e to 
memory assisted by frequent reviews. contracts between the district and the teacher, and a brief synopsIs of 
(End of First Essay.) them 'is therefore given. 
TAX THE MOST FOR THE BEST OBJECTS. 
L. W. HART, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
No tax can be laid that somebody may not object to and con-demn. No tax-law can yet be framed or drawn, so correct 
as not to inflict more or less of practical injustice, because all 
such attempts to embody anti formulate , perfect justice or eguity 
are only clumsy d~vices at best, like an elephant's proboscis com-
pared to the movements of astronomical machinery at Mitchell's 
observatory. Still we must fake the best we ~an get, and yet 
reach forth for improvements in future. 
No tax for merely material objects is as desirable as a tax that 
is to secure intellectual, moral, or social benefits, as it is not so 
i~portant to provide better spectacles for the eyes as to improve 
the eyes, and, again, it is not so important to give a boy a good 
time-piece as to make him value and economize time, nor so im-
portant to have an excellent road and no horse, as to have a very 
fine horse and rath,er a common road. "The life is more than 
meat; and the body, than raiment." 
Next, it is true economy and the best · policy, when other 
things are equal, to get not ollly the best article, but also the 
most durable-a conviction on which men universally act as 
economists in matters of daily life, buildings of public or private 
nature, and works of.p~lblic utility. 
If we apply these two principles to the laying of taxes, the: 
force of them will lead: us to the conviction that good' citizens 
This is a broad subject including nearly everything in civil jurisprudence, a 
contract being, in the legal sense, any "agreement" upon a sufficient consider, 
ation to do or not to do a cerlain thing. All contracts arc either "of Record," 
"by Deed," or "Simple." 
A contract of Record is one entered into through the intervention of some 
public authority, a<; for instance a justice court, and consists of judgments, -
recognizances of bail, and the like. . 
A contract of Deed i, an instrument written upon paper or parchment, and 
sealed and delivered. 
A simple contract is a contract not of record or of deed, whether it be "ex-
press," "implied," "written," or "verbal." 
. We say a contract is "expressed" when all of its terms have been agreed 
upon expressly, leaving no room for any implication. If A should tell B, 
"Send me two bushels of wheat, and I will pay you one dollar a bushel for 
it," that would be an express contract, providing of cour.;e B should consent. 
But if A should merely say, "Send me two bushels of wheat," there would be 
an"implied contract" 011 A's part to pay for the wheat whatever- the markel 
pric~ is. In the former case the promise is expressed, in the latter only im· 
plied. . 
Every contract is founded upon a pro.mise, either written, verbal, express~d, 
or implied, as above illustrated. It may be said therefore that a contract i~ 
governed by the' nature of the promise. 
The legal effect of a simple contract is the same whether written or verbal, 
unless it 'is effected by the Statute of Frauds. This is a statute declaring 
among other things that in the following cases specified, every agreement, COII-
rract, and pro.mise shall he void, unless such agreement; contract, or promise, 
or some note or memorandum thereof be in writing, and signed by the party 
to be charged therewith, or by some per.;on by 'him thereunto lawfully author, 
jze~, that is to. say: 
I. Every agreement that, by its terms, is not to be performed in one year 
from the making thereof. 
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2. Every special promise, to answer for the debt, default, or misdoings of 
another person, 
3, Every agreement, promise, or undertaking made up:)l1 consideration of 
marriage, except mutual promises to marry . 
4. Every special promise made by an executor or admilllstrator to answer 
damage. out of his own estate, 
Also that "no contract for the sale of any gcods, \ures, or merchandise, o f 
\pe price of fifty dollars cir more, shall ue valid, unle;s the purchaser shall 
accept and receive part of the goods sold, or shall give something in earne,t, 
to bind the bargain or in part p:lymellt, or unless some note or memorandum 
in writin .:; of the b:lrgain be made and signed by the party to be charged ther~­
with, or by some person thereunto by him lawfully authorized," 
A contract required by this statute to be in writing cannot be putly in writ-
ing and p:lrtly by parole; still the contract may be gathered from different 
papers, A written proposal may be accepted by parole, and the acceptance 
proved by parole evidence, It must be ~igned by the party "to be charged 
therewith," and the nam~ of the other party shou l~ be in writing, The signa-
ture may 'be written, or printed, in pencil or in ink, Any signature which 
would be sufficient in a note would be sufficient in any other simple contract. 
"Every special promise to an;wer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of 
another person" is void unless in writing, This applies only to such contracts 
as are purely coliateral ; that is to say ; if A says to B, "Let C bave ten dollars 
worth of goods, and if he dOIl't pay for th~lJl, I will," A would not be hound 
to pay for them; hut if A should say, "Let C have tcn dollars worth of goods 
and I will pay for them," then such a pronllse would not be collateral, but an 
original contract by which A would be bound. 
Contracts for the leasing for a longer period than one year, or for the sale of 
lands, are void, unless the the contract, or some note or memorandum thereor, 
be in writing, and signed hy the party by whom the lease or sale is to he mad~, 
o~ by some person thereunto by him lawf~lIy authorized in writing. The 
consideration may not be expressed, but may be proved by any other legal evi-
dence. Where there has been a part performance or a parole contract, how-
ever, a court or eq uity c~n compel a specific perfurmance. 
Sec. 2, Illegal CO/Itracts. 
If there is anything unlawful in the purpo.;c or the mailer of agreement, it 
is void on the ground of illegality, whether it is illegal by statute or by com , 
mon law. No such contract call be enforced, whether !hc illegality lies in the 
consideration or the promise itself. If only a portoi n of the consideration is-
illegal, the whole is void, but where the consideration is legal, and part of the 
several promises only, illegal, the legal promises may be enforced. 
Contracts the consideration of which are founded in immorality are illegal ; 
for example, contracts m consideration of improper co-habitation. A man 
could not collect rent for a house rented for the purpose of prostitution, nur 
the price of goods furnished an inmate to enable her to carryon her business. 
This of course, where the man is a party to the purpose of the consideration. 
But a man who innocently rented a house, or sold such goods, being unac-
quainted with the purpose, could collect. 
Contracts against public policy are also illegal. Such are contracts which 
interfere with the ordinary course of justice, contracts compromising felony ur 
misdemeanor, contracts to exercise undue influence on legislation, contracts 
for the improper restraint or trade, marriage brokerage contracts, contracts to 
aid el01)ements, contracts in consideration of future separation of husband and 
wife, contracts to indemnify another against illegal acts, contracts for soliciting 
provisions in wills, all bets and wagers, etc" contracts made on Sunday, or 
to be performed on that day, are illegal (excepting works of necessity and 
charity). -
Contracts made by a corporation, which it has no power to make, are illegal 
and void. Contracts made by infants, idiots, insane persons, and spendthrifts 
when under guardianship are void, except iii certain case. when the contracts 
are for necessaries. 
Contracts are sometimes said to be voidable only, that is, they may be at a 
proper time ratified and confirmed by the party bound by them, or they may 
be repudiated by him; and until they are properly confirmed, can not be en-
forced. Such are contracts made by an infant, by persons while thoroughly 
drunk, contracts made under dure5s, and the like. 
One is said to be "under duress" when he is under legal arrest for improp-
er purposes and without just cause, or when under arrest for just cause but 
without lawful authority, or when under arrest for just cause, with lawful 
authority, but for an unlawful purpose. It is not necessary to be imprisoned ill 
order to be under duress. Threats of imprisonment or threats of Yi91en~e may 
be sufficient. 
METHODS OF CLASS REClTATION'X'. 
IT IS the generally received opinion of th'e present day that the' gigantic strides which have been taken during the past SCore of years toward an 
educational millenium have been solely due to the new methods of teaching 
introduced during this period. Is this true? Was the inefficieny of the schools 
of any past generation due to the fact that_the pedagogues of those days were 
; ot 1luthodists, or was it because those pretended teacher. were uncouth, un-
kind, and uneducated IJlen and women? Place your most approved ' methods 
in the hands of Mr. Squeers of Dotheboy's Hall, and watch the result. Can 
the stream rise higher than the fountain? Would that pitiable object, Smike, 
have been one whit better prepared for the duties of life had he been able to 
march and counter-march in exact time? 
I would not be understood to take the ground.; that all methods and class 
machinery are wc.rthless. /I.. certain amount of military movements is necessary 
in every large school; but I do oppo£e burdensome machinery. If I have a, 
class of ~ix or eight pupils, is it not a foolish thing to insist on giving two or 
three signals before I can have them at the board? 
There is ltO doubt that the teacher who martials his little army right and left; 
requires the work to he done in measure with the metronome on his table; passes 
the work to others at a given sigllal; ha5 the mechanical credit given by each 
corrector; has the paper.; passed back at another signal; and while he with 
compo.;ure records on his "book of fat e" the IO'S, 8's, or S's as they are called 
out by the pupils-I say there is no doubt that the teacher who' turns said crank 
has a much easier time than the one who sits amidst confusion, and shouts his 
incoherent demands to his li stless pupils. 
And yet the results obtained in the one c,ase are about equal to those in the 
other. The rising, the sitting, the marking, the reporting of onc school has 
produced just about as much tllinking on the pmt of the pupil, as the idleness 
and conr usion of the other. 
That great genius and modern rerormer, Charles Dickens, advised the youth 
to thi1~k more. It was his watchword l!nd the secret of his success. His. great 
mind was ,n constan t activity; even in his hours of seeming forget rulness, he 
was originating his deepest plots. He shunned being a blind copyist with all 
his strength, and delved deep into the mine of original thought. So should we 
do. The perso ll who complacently accept5 the 1'cgime of his predecessors a, 
perfect, and willingly put" his hands to the crank, is unworthy the name of 
teacher . 
The teacher who has the good cause at heart and is filled with a desire for 
the progress or h:s pupil;, needs to follow no series of set rules for the man-
agement of his class He sees the indi vidllal needs of each alld ha5 the rem-
edy at hand. 
There has been so much said about methods okeaching, during the last 
few years , that the beginner at once sets about for some new plan. He con· 
demns the ways of IllS ancestors, which are the only ways he does know any-
thing about. In his searching, he obtains a vague idea of an "object lesson." 
This is the panacea for all thl! ills from which his school is suffering. The 
text-book is bid aside. Now unless he is a teacher of peculiarly magnetic 
characteristics, how soon the interest will languish! The .lazy boys WIll be 
lazier still; while the active ones will peI5per that poor pedagogue with their 
hot questions until he retreats behind the covers of his text·book. Edged 
tools are dangerous playthings, and there is no sharper instrnment ever put 
into the hands of the teacher than the "object lesson." 
It is not so much method we need in our schools as it is better informed 
per.ons, i:e., less jgnorance in the fundamental work. Nothing will ever 
renovate our schools but a be,tter class of teache",. 
*-Abstract from a paper read nt a meeting of the teachers ors, E . Mo., by D. C. Roberts. 
PAINTING ON CHINA AND PORCELAIN. A Boston paper speaks as follows of 
the elegant little book advertised by us under the above title: "This elegant 
brochure is from the pen of Mme. Brasier, a distinguished artist of Paris lately 
come to this country, and well known in Boston; where her landscapes in oil 
have been on exhibition. While there are a thousand and one books on the 
subject, this seems to be the first th:>.t is authoritative, both of real artistic merit, 
and adapted to beginners. An ardent lover of faience, eminent in th'e art; she 
has written with enthusiasm and persi)icuity. It is dedicated to Miss Brewer, 
of Beacon stre'et, a connoisseur and patron of every fine art. The book is 
print,ed on tinted p~per, and has covers finely illustrated by Mr. Hartwell of 
Coxe and Sons, London." 
THE EDUCATiONAL WEEKLY is a power all through the West, and ·al\thor· 
ity everywhere.-B ames' Educational Month.ly. 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.-Samuel Bowles, editor of the Spri1zgjidd R epublicatz, died the 16th inst. He had been ill over three months,and had not been expected 
to recover since about the first of December, when he was attacked with par· 
alysis of the brain. He declared during his illness that nothing was the matter 
with him except thirty-four years of hard work.--Prof. W. N. Hailmann, of 
Milwaukee, Wis., has prepared four lectures on the subject of Kindergarten 
Culture, which he olTers to friends of education. They treat" I . Laws of Child-
hood; 2. The Soul of Frcebel's gi fts; 3. What is the Use of Kindergartens ? 
4. A High School for Mothers. Prof. Hailmann starts on his lecturing tour 
early in February.--Dr. Schliemann recently delivered a lecture in London 
in regHd to the ·facility of learning Greek and other dead languages from de-
rivatives. He remarked that a modern Greek can read the text of Thucydides 
as fluently as a Dutchman reads the German of Gcethe at sight.--Frazer's 
Mag-azitze acknowledges that Englishmen do not know how to speak the 
English language correctly, and advocates the establishment of normal schools 
from which should issue a single pronunciation for the whole kingdom. Lon-
doners, who now say cawn for corn, pawk for pork, hud for lard, witch for 
which, weal for wheel, would, under direction of the schools, be taught to 
speak the language as it is spoken III the United States. 
SCIENTIP·lc.-The Bell telephone has been styled a" f.,rnsprecher" in Ger-
many.--Secretary Schurz recommends appropriations for the laying out of 
roads and support of other measures calculated to render the natural wonders 
of the Yellowstone region attractive and accessible.--A bill has lately passed 
the Legislature of New Zealand having (or its object the protection of the" in-
digenous birds of the country of which any specimens still remain. Among 
the rarer native varietes included in the schedule are the ibis, lyre bird, satin 
bird, and bower bird; but robins, wrens, finches, larks, water rails, and cuck-
oos are also placed under the protective clauses of the act.--The latest in-
novation in deep sea dredging is submarine ploughing, which is now being 
carried on successfully in Belfast Harbor, Maine. A large Michigan plough 
is used, and is drawn by steam power located on shore, the directlon being 
guided by a man in diver's armor.--At Aurora, Ill., it is claimed that a 
milkman left a milk can turned bottom upward on a table near his house, in 
such a way that it reflected the rays of the sun on a window, causing sufficient 
heat to set fire to a blind, and but for the timely discovery of the flame the 
house would have been consumed.--Cooking by means of solar rays has 
been tried successfully at Bombay, and an apparatus has been contrived to cook 
chops and steaks in the open air as well and expeditiously as over an ordinary 
fire: The apparatus consiSfs of a copper vessel, tinned inside and painted 
black outside, with a glass cover enveloping the vessel with an inch of hot air, 
and fixed on to the bottom of a conical reflector lined with common silvered 
sheet glass. If properly covered over it will retain the heat for full three 
hours and a half.--The ~ssibility of employing gun-cotton instead of gun-
powder for the charges of heavy guns has become more remote than ever since 
the scientific researches of modern artillerists have elTected such great improve-
ments in the service explosives. A recent experiment was made in England 
with gun-cotton in an eight-inch experimental gun. The crusher holes were 
closed with metal plugs, and the bore was filled with water, into which a charge 
of two pounds of gun-cotton enveloped in a waterproof bag, was lowered to the 
bottom of the bore. It was there; fired by detonation, when so violent was the 
shock that one of the plugs was blown out. As the expense of cl~sing the · 
crusher holes so securely that the plugs could not be blown out would have 
been very great, it was not considered desirable to repeat the experiment.--
Incombustible writing paper has been invented by two Salamanca savants 
which is warranted to resist the most intense heat. A single sheet will car-
bonize, but will not burn, while if a roll of prepared paper be placed in the 
fierc(l5t fire, although the outside leaves and the extreme edges may carbonize, 
the interior will remain unaltered, and the writing or printing will be perfectly 
legible. Papers already written or printed upon may undergo the process of pre-
paration without injury.--A material called "indestructible glass" has been 
patented in France, and the patentee uses it for making printing types that have 
been introduced into practical use among his countrymen, in Germany, and else-
w~ere. They are said to be preferable to metal types in many respects, and 
in no respect inferior to them. They are cast in the same moulds, and make 
as equally clear and defined impression. They suITer less from wear, cost less, 
and are healthier for the compositors to handle.--The royal astronomer at 
Greenwich, England, has figured up the transit of Venus calculations handed 
n by the English observers, and makes out the distance from the sun to the earth 
to be 93,375,000 miles. The figuring from France and America has yet t~ 
appear, and it is thought that it will' prove more ac~urate. Up to the time of 
the transit, the best methods ~inted out the distance to be 92,350,000 miles. 
LlTERAiw-The Combination Almanac Calendar, "Ephemeris Edition ", 
comprises new and novel features which render it a very valuable article for 
the office, or library, or school. Price, twenty.four cents, Garret Bergen, Union 
Steam Printing Establishment, P. O. Box SI, Brooklyn, New York.--About. 
the first of April, Mr. E. Steiger, of New York, will issue the first number of 
the Educational Year Book, edited by Messrs. KiddIe and Schem, designed 
to supply the place of a supplement to the Cyclopredia oj Educatiolz, recently 
prepared by the ~ame editors. It will be a most important publication.-- · 
Messrs. Hailmann and Dcerflinger, MIlwaukee, are publishing a series of "New 
Education Tracts." Nine numbers have been published, as follows: No. " 
Public Kindergartens of St. Louis; Nos. 2-7, Letters to a Mother; No.8. 
Miss Coe's American "Kindergarten"; NO.9, Dr. Seguin'S Report on Education. 
--The current number of Scribl1er, of which 100,000 copies are printed, is 
called the" Midwinter Number," and is thought by the publisbers to exceed 
in attractiveness the Midsummer Numbers of IS76 and I·S77. Among the 
notable features is a full· page portrait of Lincoln, by Wyatt Eaton, from the 
last and little-known photograph. This view of Lincoln is here engraved lor 
the first time, by Cole,to accompany Noah Brooks' " Personal Reminiscences 
of Lincoln." A sonnet to Lincoln, by R. H. Stoddard, faces the frontispiece. 
--The number of Littell's Livil1g- Ag-e for the week ending January 19 con-
tains The Ninety Years' Agony of France, by Prof. Goldwin Smith; an install-
ment of ·"Erica," translated from the German of Frau von Ingersleben; The 
Story of Maximilian at Miramar and at Queretaro, a very interesting sketch 
translated from thl' French by Victor Tissot; Modern Life and Insanity, from 
Macmillan; Macleod of Dare, by William Black, from advance sheets; The 
Celt of Wales and the Celt of Ireland, Comhill __ Smith's Poor Kin, Specta-
tor __ Valentine's Day, an unpublished poem by Charles Kingsley, with other 
short articles and poetry . . The back numbers containing the first in·~tallments 
of " Erica" and a story by Miss Thackeray, are still sent to new subscribers 
for IS7S .--Lippincott's Mag-azine for February contains a number of arlicles 
of speci al interest to teachers. "With the Rus~ians in Bulgaria" is 
the first of a series of papers, by Edward King, deSCribing the seat of wilr, the 
Russian army and its leaders, and the Bulganan people from persunal obser-
vation, with illustrations from original drawings by an arti~t of the Londo1l 
erapMc. Alfred T . Bacon's acc~unt C'f Syracuse, which forms the concluding 
paper of his" Month in Sicily," and Prof. James A. Harrison's" Glimpses of ' 
Sweden," are equally vivid and instructive, and are copiously illu. trated.--
Messrs. J. B. Lippincott & Co , Philadelphia, in connection with the English 
publi~hers, commence this month the issue of .Industrial Art, a monthly re-
' view of techmcal and scientific education at home and abroad. Each number 
will be profusely illustrated with a series of cngravl11gs representing fine ex-
amples of articles of use and ornament. $4 00 per annum. Specimen num· 
bers will be mailed on receipt of 3" cents.--The Lattcaster School Mottou 
consist of twelve sheets of card-board, salmon and green, seven and a half by 
fourteen inohes, on each side of whIch are plainly printed some of the best 
school mottoes. The price of a set is one dollar and ten cenL~ when sent by 
mail. Such mottoes should be displayed in every school room. Send to J. 
H. Butler & Co.; Philadelphia,. or to the puhlishers of the WEEKLY. 
REVIEWS. 
THE Kinderg-arten Guide. By Maria Kraus-Bcelte and John Kraus. (New York: E. Steiger.)-The Kinderg-arten Guide is issued in three num-
bers of convenient size for frequent reference, neatly and substantially bound. 
The preface states it to be the result of twenty years' experience in the Kin-
dergarten in Germany, England, and Ame~ica. The first plan was to issue a 
'work solely for the use of mothers, but it was ultimately enlarged so as to 
give some aid to those engaged in actual kindergarten work, and for the use_ 
of persons who have no opportunity 01 learning from actual observation. 
The first number gives instruction concerning the first and second gifts, the 
manner of presenting them to children, and the ideas their use is intended to 
develop. A number of songs are given, but as they are published without 
musi~, they would hardly be available to m6thers or nurses that have access 
only to this work. The first number closes with "A Few Words to Parents," 
a practical essay on the value of Kindergarten training. 
Number Two takes up the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth gifts. Numerous 
exercises are given, amply illustrated by examples and cuts showing the various 
ways of using the gifts. 
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Number Three is devoted entirely to the seventh gift. This gift IS exceed-
ingly interesting to children, as very striking and often unexpected forms are 
developed_ This number is also amply illustrated, showing the various ways 
in which combinations may be formed by the use of the tablets. The Kim/fr-
tm Guide cannot fail to awaken an interest in Frcebel's system, and should 
find a place in every home. 
-----------------
Elcmmts of 1Jescriptive Geometry, Shadows and Persputive; with a brief 
Tleatment of Trihedrals, Transversals, and Spherical, Axonometric, and 
Oblique- Projections. For colleges and scientific schools. By S. Edwarrl 
\\'arren, C. E . (I';ew York: John Wiley & Son5.)-The subj ect of descrip -
tive geometry has not, until rccently, received the attention in thi, counlIy 
that its practical importance demands. In Eurupean countries, in France es · 
' pecially, it has rong been considered an indispensable clcnlcnt of a sciel tific 
education . Its intimate connection with the work of th~ civil engineer and 
architect, and the facilities it affords in all graphic rcprcsentatiun;, render its 
acquisitiun exceedingly desirable to those who are ambitiuus to rise in these 
pursuits. As a valu~ble; and invigorating exercise of the mind, it is equally 
wurthy of attention. 
Profe"sor Warren is the author of lnlf a dozen or mure wurks on industrial 
and scientific drawing in its different departments. Some of them arc ele-
mentary and others are quite advanced. The present work is intended to be 
briefer than his larger works on the same subject, although not an abridge-
ment of them. The present, as well a, all of his other w0rk" gi \ e,; evidence 
of being prepared by a close and careful student. 
A valuable feature of the book now under consideration is, tbat it contains 
examples for practice under each prohlem. The explanations seem tedious 
sometimes, and the divisions and sub-divisions, while they may be logi"al, 
seelll so numerous as to produce confu5ion, having a tendency, we think, tu 
prevent the student' s obtaining a c"mpreh~nsive grasp of the subject. \Ve 
can he:. rtily commend the work to teachers. For a text-book to' be placed in 
the hands of student;, we would prefer a briefer one still, such as·Chur.:h's 
of West Point. Prof. Warren explains several methods of makillg perspec-
' tive drawings. Our experience is, that learners more readily take up the sub-
ject in a practical way, by what he calls indirect or artificial methods. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
/ 
PROCEEDINGS of the Teachers' imtitute of t~e City an~ County of Phil -adelphia, for the year 1876. James F. C. Sickel, President. 
Ihe independmt School District of Des 1I10ims (West Side). Fifth An-
nual Report of the Board of Education, for the school ,year ending Sept~m ­
btr' 15, 1877. J. H. Thompson, Superintendent. 
Catalogut and Rules and R'J[ulations of the Public Schools of Griggsville, 
I1Iin oi~, for the school year ending May 4, 1877. R. M. HItch, Principal. 
Third Report oft hc Board of Trustees of Public Schools of the District 0 f 
Columbia, 1876 -77. J . Ormond Wilson, Superintendent of Schools. 
A Catalogue of the Officers and Students oj Tufts College, 1877-8 and Tri-
ennial. Elmer H. Capen, President. The full college expenses for a studel t 
vary from $250 to $275 per year. 
Home and School. 
This department is de~i,?ned for t~e i'!struction and en~ertainment. ~r parents Olnd children. 
OCigmal contrlbutlOns and tr:lDslatlons arc soliCited. 
WATER LILIES. 
S. P. BARTLETT, Massachusetts. 
Do you think this bright winter day, when all our little lake'iets iic sheeted with gray ice, and when there is not a leaf in the wood but upon .he 
pines, and creeping evergreen vine;, .a wrong time to talk about the tender 
and beautiful Water Lilies? But let us see. 
In the first place, what do you think our summer Lily plants have done 
with themselves for this icy winter? 
They are not dead, but sleeping, Away down below the thick pond-ice, 
below the reach of frost power, the Water Lily hides its roots 'deeply away. 
Next spring it will send up lovely' shield-like leaves of green, and shading 
purple, to uncoil upon the soft waters of the pond. You call them lily-pads. 
Then, as summer warms, and smiles, will come the pure white and golden 
lily cups themselves, so richly sweet. 
-But these are not all the Water Lilies of the flower world. In fact it is a 
pretty large family, distributed through most temperate, and many tropical coun-
tries,-anc\ though you may have scarcely thought there would be any difference 
in all its Lilies, you must know that related flowers are as unlike as related 
persons, and the Lily cousins of other countries are surpassingly different; all 
very beauti ful and some of them wonderful beyond de;cription. They are all 
called by one family name, given them many 10llg years ago, because of their 
pure loveliness, which means nymph of the waters. They are everyone 
floating plants, with fleshy, shield-like; or heart-shaped leaves, arising from 
thick, prostrate roots, growing in still waters. Some have deliciously fragrant 
flowers, with a delicate tinge of purple ; others bear yellow, clustered cup ' " 
like fluating 'tars, upon a shady ~t ream. In Egypt, we should fj,iu the richly-
scented blue Water Lily, which the ancient Egyptians con;idered sacred; 
and tne exquisite Lotus Lily, which they wor~hiped, and consecrated to the 
sun. It has large white flowers, whose outer leaflets, or sepals, are beautifully 
bordered with red. Its seeds and roots were dried, and made into bread for 
those old Egyptians. They loved to carve rare vases in the form of its trau;-
parent cups, and cut its II )wers and leaves ab;)ut their massive pillars, which 
hav'e endured through ages uncrumbled. Still in those Eastern sluggish 
streams, and rice fields, blooms the creamy Nylllphi£a lotus. 
There is a Water Lily of India whose root is full of starch, and is largely 
eaten, and very useful. I suppose.the stems of our own, if washed free from 
their a<tringent principle, could be used for food. 
But the mo.t \\onderful and elegant of all the Water Lilies of the worlu-
one of the most m:lgnificent of plants, is the Victoria regia. There is no win-
ter where she lives, in all the year, and we should find her to-daj in the full 
tropic summer-land of South America, iu all her supe~b luxuriance of bloom and 
leaf. Where Brazi!ian streams wind through gorgeous forests of stately trees, 
wreathed with a profusion of linked vines, and brilliant blo,;soms, this queen-
ly plant spread; her glorious fl'lwers an:! wondrous leave;, a miracle of color, 
and bloom, and fragrance. Above her arches the flowering canopy of vine-
hung branches, and into her retrea~ bright birds and insects flit; but out 
of the warm stillness 'no hand gathers her crown of bloom. P.:rhaps we should 
be puzzled indeed to pick so glorious a flower if we could penetrate to her 
bower, when we know each blossom n:ea;ures about forty inches around its 
corolla, or cup. The stem is an inch thick, and studded with prickles. The 
calyx, supporting the flowers, con,ists of four floral leaflets, each one seven 
inches in length, and four broad. The corolla of this superb flower spreads 
over the calyx hundreds of petals. Those first opening are of a delicious whit~; 
,but the innermost are of a beautiful rose-pink, which gradually S41/fuses the 
whole flower. It is surpassingly fragrant. It is, indeed, gigantic, being from 
from five to six feet in diameter, with a broad, upturned rim. Its upper hur-
face is of a bright green; beneath, the leaf is vivid crimson where it rets upon 
the stream. You might almo.t think it carved, or moulded, rather than hav-
ing grown, like the leaves you know, for it has prominent ribs, projecting an 
inch high, radiating from the center, and these are crossed and checker.:d by 
a memb~ane, so the tracery is something after the pattern of a spider web. 
, Sir Robert Schomberg, its discoverer, might well call the Victoria Regia "a 
vegetable wonder." His description of how he found it is very' interesting. 
Thus I have told you a little ·of a few of the sweet Water Lilies in the world. 
There is far more to tel}, and to know, of their construction. When summer 
comes again, we will take a creamy blossom from our little pond by the wide 
sea, and I will show you the curious stem, the buoyant leaves, the golden disk 
of stamens, passing into concave sunny petals, the beautifully shaded colors of 
its oultr petals, and you will love the Water Li!ies more than ever. 
ADVICE TO BOYS. 
WHATEVER you are, be brave, boys! The liar's a coward and slave, boys; 
Though clever at ruses 
And sharp at excuses, 
He's a sneaking and pitiful knave, boys~ 
Whatever you are, be frank, boys! 
'Tis better than money and rank, boys; 
Still cleave to the right, 
Be lovers of light, 
Be open, above board and frank, boys! 
Whatever you are, he kind, boys! 
Be gentle in manners and mind, boys! 
The man gentle in mien, 
Words, and temper, I ween, 
. Is the gentleman truly refined, boys! 
But whatever you are, be true, boys! 
Be visible through and through, boys! 
Leave to others the shamming, 
The "greening" and "cramming," 
In fun ,and in earnest, be true, boys! -Leisure Hour. 
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IOWA. 
THE twent}·second annual meeting of the State Teachers' Association, which was held at Cedar Rapids during the holidays, was largely attend-
ed, 168 member. being present. Miss P. W. Sud low, the President, delivered 
an address full of good thought, presenting a comprehensive view of popular 
education in its variou, branches. Supt. Pickard, of Chicago, delivered an 
eloquent addre3s on "The Education of Women." The discus.iom were 
pleasant and profitable, as the most of Iowa's pro " inent educators were present 
and participated in them. The meeting was productive of good. It did much 
to quicken and intensify the interest of all in the great educational questions 
which are agitating the public mind, and it is pretty certain that the next 
meeting will be an enthu5iastic one. The resolutions adQpted were pointed 
and sound, recommending the teaching of social and political science in the 
schools, " demanding" the teaching of morality, endorsing high schools arid 
colleges, commending the normal school and normal institutes, educational 
journals, and the efficient public services of Supt. C7 W. von C celln. The 
County Superintendents' Section took important action relative to the sub-
division of the state into association districts, and appointed a . committee of 
tbree for the purpose of orgamzing associations in each of the seven districts. 
Afier the transaction of some miscellaneous bU5iness and the appointment 
of various c_ommittees, Prof. J. Macy, of Grinnell, read a line, practical paper 
on "Poitical Science." He was followed in discussion by Supt.J. H. Thomp-
son, of Des Moines. Hon. J. L. Pickard, of Chicago, followed, with a presen-
tation of the subject of "Language III the Public Schools." It is impossible to 
do this paper j uslice in this reporl. It was a rare, beautiful treat,-one that 
was heartily appreciated by the audience. 
In the evening the opera house was crowded, to hear Hon. J. L. Pickard's 
lecture on the "Education of Women." The address was so full of good 
points that everybody was sorry when tbe speech closed. He was frequently 
applauded, and given a vote of tbanks by the a;sociation. Mr. Pickard made 
many warm friends during his short stay. 
Thursday morning's session opened with Prof. N. R . . Leonard's ,report on 
the Metric System. He reviewed the work that has been done toward the 
adoption of a uniform system of weights and measures, and spoke of methods 
tbat would aid in its adoption. Prof. Philbrick discusse.d the question at some 
length. He gave a brief history of the adoption of the system in this and 
foreign countries, and showed that it was rapidly becoming the system 01 the 
Civilized world. Profs. Gilchrist and Bartlett spoke in favor of the system. 
Prof. Carpenter, of O.kaloosa College, was not so sanguine as to rapid intro· 
duction. He favored it; but it would require years to supplant a system that 
is master of the situation. 
"The Proper Position of Denominational Schools in the Educational Sys-
tem" was presented, in an able paper, by President Brooks, of Tabor College . 
Prof. Burns, of Simpson College, followed in discussion. .. 
After the usual busllless was transacted at the beginning of the afternoon 
session, Supt. W. H. Hatch, of Council Bluff., read a p~per on "M'oral Train-
ing in Schools." The speaker favored systematic instruction in morals. Supt. 
J. K. Sweeney, of Watellloo, discussed the question in an able manner. 
Hon. C. W. von Ccelln then read a p~per on Normal Institutes. He gave 
both the facts and figures, showing the expense of these ·county institutes, and 
how they benefited teachers of the rural schools. He sp~ke of the conductors, 
t;oulse of study, branches to be taught, hobby.riding, and cramming by con-
ductors and institutes. The paper was listened to with marked attention, be· 
cause it was clear and to the point. Prof. E. Baker, of O.iklaoo.a, followed 
in discussion. 
The evening's entertainment consisted of the usual exercise; of song and 
prayer, after which President Alexander Burns, of Simpson College, was in· 
troduced as the lecturer of the evening. He lead a paper oc~upying two 
hours' time, taking for his theme "The Philosophy of Theology." Jt ' was a 
fille, logical effon. Prof. H . S. Perkins, of Chicago, tbe noted musical author, 
favored the audience with some beautiful songs. 
Prof. W. F. Davis, of Grandview, read a p:1per, Friday morning, on " Nor· 
mal Schools, their Courses and Degree." The discussion was opened by Prof. 
J. C. Gilchrist, president of Iowa State Normal School; who, in a very clear 
and able manner, sp:>ke of the disputed questions relating t? normal school 
work. Prof. W. J. Shoup, of Dubuque, re!ad a short but pomte~ paper on 
" The Intermediate Grades." His handling of the subject was semi-humorous, 
and at the same time eminently suggestive to principals and superintendents. 
Prof. A. C. Ross, of Tipton, discussed the subject, advocating, among other 
things, the abandonment of the· time-honored spelling book. . 
Prof. Fellows reported. upon the matter of a congress of Iowa e~ucators, to 
be held at Iowa City early in July, to l.ast two or three wee~s .... ThIS plan met 
with much favor. Prof. Bartlett, chairman of finance comnullee, repor!ed 
$221 on hand. On motion $120 of this was appropriated to the preparatlon 
and distribution of the proceedings of the association. The commIttee on en-
rollment reported 168 names of members \Vho had p~id th,e ~nnual enrollment 
fee. The committee to whom was referred the preSIdent s maugural addre,s 
made an exceedingly brief but very favorable and compliment~ry report t.h~re­
on. The committee on legislation reported several changes ill the eXlshn~ 
school laws of the state. They also recommended the· creating of a State B?ard 
of Examiners. These questions were ably and fully discussed by State Supt. 
von Ccelln, Prof. Gilchrist, Prof. Fellows, and others. The report of the 
committee was adopted, and a committee consisting of H on. C. W. vpn Crelln, 
Prof. C. P. Rogers, of Mar.halltown, and Supt. N. W. Boyes, of Dubuqu~ 
was appointed to bring the rccommended changes before the General As,em· 
bl y at its next session. 
Prof. Leonard, of the Univer.ity, read a brief but very interesting paper on 
mathematics. The afternoon session was not large, a number of teachers ~av. 
ing left on the noon train. Prof. Parker reported, as chairman of the commIttee 
on resolutions. The resolutions were unanimously adopted. Prof. W. C. 
Campbell, of Keokuk, re~d a pape~ on "Secondary .Educati~n," which was well 
received. After the readIng of thIS paper, the pre'ldent, MIS; Sud low ,thanked 
the association for the kindness and courtesy shQlVn her in the dischar~e of 
the duties of her office. She then introduced the president elect, Prof. Henry 
Sabin, of Clinton, who spoke in high term. of praise of. his predeces,o~, ~nd 
thanked the association for the hOllur confc::rred upon hun. The assocIatIon 
then adjourned. . 
. Prof. W. H . Pratt, of Davenport, is the recording secret" r)" and MI~s Lou 
Wi\.;on, of De, Moines, the corresponding secretary, for the/coming year. 
ILLlNOIs.-For the next .two months the teacher. in the Chicago public 
schools will not know what their salaries are to be the coming. year, as · the 
Board of ~ducation has decided not to fix their sahrie. until after the annual 
appropriation by the Common Council, which will occur about the fir.t of 
April. Supt. Doty does not anticipate any further reductlO.n, as such a .course 
would ·seriously impair the useful nesi of the schools. A shght change IS pro· 
posed in the schedule of salaries. He~etofore the salary has been $400 for a 
certain grade, and after two years' serVIce, $500, and so on. It. w~s proposed 
to make an increa~e of $50 every year. The night schools of Chicago have 
been abandoned fur the present year, on account of bad weather, sbort day~ , 
etc. They were successfully conducted till the holidays.--D.lvld Lo~an IS 
principal of the public. schools at Ashley. His school numl!er3 250 r·uptls. J. 
W. Hudson is first assIstant. Mr. Logan suggests that a umted effort be .mad.e 
by teachers to secure some changes in the school law of the state, makmg It 
more ltke the law in California. He waills the same course' of study for each 
·school of the same grade in the state (just what a great many teachers want). 
He would also recommend four grades of certificates, the first t? hold good. for 
six years (better for life or .. during good ~ehavi~r "), and to mclude, bes.ldes 
the branches now included, vocal mUSIC, Cl -h'l government, and mental l;lhllos. 
ophy. He would haVe! all state certificates given before 1870 revoked. :;econd 
·grade certificates he would limit tothree year3 anel have t~em . good III an.y 
part of the Congressional di~t~ict where giyen .. The exammah~ms _ for thiS 
certificate he would have tWIce a year, t:lIlbraclJlg the same subject; as are 
now included in the first grade, and vocal music, algebra, and theory and art of 
teaching. The third and fourth grade certilicates ~e would lnv~ embrace the 
,ame as the present first and secondgrades,substttutlllg voc.al musIc and theory 
and art for zoology and botany. He also wants townslup schcols, and one 
director to each district, and a " county normal ~' in each county. He rec.oIq-
mends that the State Superintendent should furnish questions for all examlll:'" 
. tions, compulsory education, that the state should furnish books for such chll. 
dren as are not able to buy for themselves, that the state should set apart $10?-
000 as a Superannuated Teachers' Fun~, th~ interest 01 ..yhich shOUld be pal~ 
annually to teachers who have taught III thIS state, ~ follows : for 25 years 
.. steady tea,hing," $40 per annum; for 30 years, $60; fo~ 35 yeMs, $100; 
and for 40 years, $I44.--At a recent ~eet.mg of the J~het school board, 
the question of supplying the vacancy of prmclpal of the Umon school caJ1l7 up, 
and the position was finally awarded to Earl P. Lockard, of Pennsylvama, a 
gra<l.uate of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. The vote stood: Prof. Lockard 
3; Prof. Daly, of Joliet, 2. Prof Locka.rd IS vouch7d for by. Prof. ~orth, of H amiltQn College, and other gentlemen well kn Jwn III educatlOnaJ c~rcles, as 
a le:uned educator, a gentleman full of progression and energy, and m every 
way competent for the place.--The report of M~s. Mary L. C~rpenter, Sup.er-
intendent of Winnebago county, shows a marked Improve~ent III the condItion 
of the schools in that county. ~he has given her whole ttme to he.r work duro 
ing the year, .though allowed compensation for only half the lime. How 
much better could she hav!! done it if she had, been a man? 
MICHIGAN.-L. W. Mills, in forwbi-ding a club of subscribers .fr?m Ro~k 
land, Ontonagon ccumy, sends us a programme of a teache~s ' association whlc~ 
shows that they are doing active work in the « frozen regIons of the nor.h. 
He says tbat the meeting was a success in every ~espect! and a permane~t or· 
ganization was effected, with Mr. Mills as president. HIS school number:; .400. 
--rresident Angell, in his last report to the Board of Regents, speaks as 
I 
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follows of the excellent condition ~ f the public high schools of the state : "I 
cannot repeat with too much emphasis my testimony to the fide lity and earnest-
ness of tne superintendents and teachers of our principal high schools in di-
recting the preparatory work for the University. I am gratified to say also~ 
that the work sbows a steady and rapid increase in its thoroughnes'i and range, 
and that the schools are in every respect worthy of the pride which is felt in 
them. Whatever success the University is achieving is due in no small degree 
to the excellence of the schools which give thei r pupi ls so good a foundation 
'f9 r thei r studies here. It is to be hoped that no unwise and false ideas of 
economy will lead to the weakening 01 the high schools of Michigan."--
Mr. Gordon, of the Junior class at Ann Arbor, has become the third high school 
principal at Pontiac. He was employed for nine weeks last year in the Battlc 
Creek High School.--A new central schuol building is tu be erected in 
Jackson the coming season.- -Prof. Alvin Wilsey has re~igned his posit ion 
as teacher of music 1Il the public schools of Ann Arbor.--Miss E. C. Ki ng 
has been appointed superintendent of the city schools at Charlotte, at a salary 
of $900. 
MAINE.-Mr. Corthell, State Superintendent, is making an effort to have a 
more thorough and effIcient examination of teachers of the public schools. We 
. understand the plan to be as lollows : A board of three examin er; for each 
county, to be appointed by the governor, to annually exam ine cand idates for 
teachers, and gIve probationary celtificates of these grades- primary, grammar, 
and high-school-good in the state for two years, unless revoked, and penna-
lIt:nt certificates at the end of two years. The county examiner.;, of whom 
the State Superintendent is to be, ex-qfficio, a member, are to adopt a com-
mon standard. He would eventu l lly have these examiners exercise the du-
ties of county supervisors. The result$ will he what .the best teachers of the 
state have long wanted. The most worthy and efficient teachers will be rcc-
ognized and rewarded; the rest. WIll be made to do better work! and a spirit 
01 emulal10n and competitIon WIll be arou;ed among the frate rlllty. No one 
believes, however, that examination alone can make a teacher. How a bJard, 
who can license a set of teachers for a term of years, can gllnr.mtee us success-
ful work is beyond uur comprehensiun. Vet It wi ll, undoubtedly, drive the 
dead beats out .of the business, and hdp rccvgnize the fac t that a knJwleJge 
of books is but a small part of a true teacher's Mock in trade,-:hat he must 
be ready of tongue and heart, enthusiastic, sympathetic, cool-headed, and 
wann-hearted-fuilof knowledge and kindness. No such substitute will do 
for natural aptitude and specia~ training. No equivalent can be accepted for 
defective trallling, or no training at all, and no certificate can supp:y . uch 
natural qualifications as hut few persons possess. Vet it is a step toward s me-
thing belter-more education, and more training, we hope. 
WISCONSIN.- George Kceppen, editor of the Germania, Milwaukee, has 
been appointed one uf the J.{egents of the Normal Schools, vice F . W. Cotz-
·hau,;en, resigned.--I-Ion. Stephen Taylor died at Philadelphia Dec. 8, 18n . 
In hi> will he hequeathed the sum of $ 1,000 to the Wisconsin Historical So-
ciety,ol which he was an honorary vice president. The money is to be lJaid 
atter the death of Mrs. Taylur. Gov. Waohburu has also made an aJd itional 
donation of $200 to the Society's Blllding Fund.--The R egent,; of the State 
University, at their meeting Jan. IS, establi, hed a professorship of Rhetoric 
and O;alOry, the chair tu be lilled at the June meeting.--A bill was intru-
duced in the legislature the 16th imt. aiming to cheapen the cost of supporting 
the comm" n schools ot the state.-~Ex-Guvernor W~hburn has tendered his 
residence at Edgewood as a gift to the state, for the establishment of a n indus-
trial school for girls, like that for boys, at Waukesha.--In his "Introductory" 
in the J ournal of Education, State Superintendent Vvhitford says: "lL seems 
to me that the highest obligl!-tion just now resting uPGn our educators is to im-
prove and strengthen, permanently, the country schools with all the appliances 
in our hands. A large share of the Journal will be used in the endeavor to 
accompli;h this object. To aid in thIS direction, I iiwite the active sympathy 
and cordial cooporation of the educational workers. Strenuous efforts w']l, at 
the same time, be employed to mamtain the reputation and usefulness of the 
other and higher schools in Wisconsin." " 
I ND IANA.-At a meeting of the college professors and presidents, a col-
lege association wa; fo rmed, with Dr. Joseph Tuttle, of . Wabash Cullege, 
president.-Supt. R. I. Hamilton, of Madison county, has issued a pamphlet 
which contains in full . the lessons, lect ures, philosophical experiments, reso-
lutions, etc., of the county institute whIch he held last August, Accom-
panying it are. three circulars t~ the teache, s of the county r~specting their 
duties III makmg reports, attendlllg mstltutes, the use of statistICS, elc:, a nd 
a blank form of teacher's report to the county superintendent. If all county 
superintendents were as active and systematic as Mr. Hamilton in the per-
formance of their duties, it would be well for the schools 01 the _rur!).1 dis-
tricts. He has also published a Course of Study for the common schools or: 
his county, which has been approved by the County Board of Education. We 
shall endeavor to publish this in full next week. 
CALll'ORNIA.-lt is proposed to legi.,latl! for an improvement of the county-
superintendency law in California. this !l'intcr:--Th~ ~acramento Hoard of 
Education have taken up the studIes WIth a vIew to ehmmate some of them, 
so that there may be no necessity for out-of-school study in order to keep up 
with the classes. Good! 
INDIAN TERRITORRY.-It is stated that ill the Cherokee tribe, the principal 
o;le of the territory, there is a larger percentage of the school popUlation en-
rolled in the school;; than in either of the states of Arkansas, Missouri, or Tex-
as, and an equal proportion with Kansas. 
KANSAs .-Besides the Educational Calmdm', published at T opeka, there 
ar~ the following journals published in thIS state by or for the benefit of the 
pupils of the schools with which they are connected, viz: The bzdttsbialist, 
at the State Agricultural College, Manhattan; The Uniolt Public Scllools Re-
v iew, at Neosho Falls; The Sc/lOol Gala .q" at Marion Center; The Broad-A~-e , 
at Parsons ; The .Kamas Star, at the Deaf and Dumb Asylum; and Our Sc/lOol 
J ournal, at Columbus.--One hundred pupi ls in the Ottawa schools an: 
studying book-keeping. The Ottawa Journal has determined to give a cui . 
umn each week exclUSIvely to educationill matters.--Mariy of our items from 
Kansas are l!athered from the newsy columm of the Educatimzal Calentlm-. 
THE EAST. 
GO VERNOR RICE, of Massachusetts, in his late mes, age, recommend, the rigid en furcement of the compulsory education law alllithe laws rdating to 
truants. He als.) rec0mmends' that "a law should be enacted autho rizi ng and 
in large cities requiring school boards to appoint a medical officer, whose duty 
shall be to give advice u., an expert on all questions relating tu the san-
itary condition of the school. house; or to the health of the pupil., and to ren-
der such services as an inspector and exam iner a., would properly devolv<! 
upon such all ollicer."--Two Roman Catholic pupils in a public school 
in West Springfid~l , Massachusetts, were whipped by the teacher because they 
would not bow their he,lds during prayer. Father Phelan, the R oman Cath -
ol ic prieM of the place, protested agaimt children of tbat faith peing compelled 
to take part in Pro:estant worship. The result W,l~ that n!llgious exercises 
were abah,hcd in the school. Now a new trvuble arises from the f.lct 'fhat 
a fund bequeathed many years ago for schoul purposes, conditional un th" 
maintenance of devotional services, is cur off as a source of income.--There 
. is in Berkshire county, Massachusetts, a society known as the Agassiz Assu-
ciation, formed by pupils of the Lenox High School, for the purpose of. mak-
ing scientific in\·e,tigations. They hold meetings weekly, and whenever .circum-
stances permit, make excursions in search of specimens. 1\1embers become 
interested, and the same' feeling that induces children to collect stamp" coins, 
buttons, etc., will induce them to gather pebbles, insects, flowers etc . . Besides 
all this, the teacher gets a composition once a week, without the pupil havi ng 
a smpicion that he is writing one, but thinking it is only a report.--Thc art 
of dress-making i5 to be taught at Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass. Th" 
announcement is accompanied by the following ~ignificant statement: "The 
average salary of female te.leher; in BO.tOIl is $500 per year ; that of gr.ocl cut-
ters is $1,200.--The Boston Traveler says : "The experiment of having twb 
sessions of the pub!iesehools on Wednesday and nOlle on Saturday is not gIving 
satisfaction. Parents object to it b~cau ;e they find it hetter to give their chil-
dren two half-days for play than to have them play one whole day. But it is 
the teachers who are most displeased with .it, though it was thought the change 
would commend itself to them. They find that live days of continuous study 
i~most wearisome to the clllidren, and espedally to the smaller ones, and that 
they become very restless anti inattentive hy Frid.lY, and that after heing absent 
from Friday until Monday, it take; some tllne to get them again into the mood 
for study. They find it difficult to get as much work out of the scholars as un-
der the f"flller .ystem, and although they personally do not object to having a 
whole d:ly for rest, they are, most of them, of the opinion that a return tu it 
would hencfit the,schools. The School Board will not make any change at pres-
ent."--A change in the superintendency of the Boston publi'.: schools reo 
lieves Supt. John p. Philhrick, and places Dr. Samuel Eliot in that position. 
This. is another instance of the unceremonious decapital.ion of an honored 
ed ucator-at the pleasure of those who, though possessing authority, seldom 
regard the courtesy which should accompany It in its exercise, and act without 
regard to the interests, not to say rigMs, of both the individual and the public. 
THE SOUTH. 
THE tide of emigration from Tennessee; Alahama, and North Carolina, for Texas increa'ies in volume. Sixteen hungred persons passed through Chat-
tanooga alone in December. The Somhern newspapers contain eXknsive no-
tices of the movement, and are wondering what it means.--By proclamation 
of Govtrnor Colquitt, the new eon,ututlun of Georgia is declared now in force, 
and the .city of Atlanta the capital of lht: state, in place of Milledgeville. 
The old Capitol huilding at ~ILl ldgev ille is to be converted into a military 
school as a part of the State University.--The Governor of Kentucky, in 
his message, calls attention to the working of the colored school system of that 
state. The school law of 1874 gave to-the colored people lor educational pur-
poses a ll taxes collected from colored people. Under this law 532 schuol, 
have been established, and all these are rep.'rted as more than meetlllg expec 
tations. The Govcl1\or recommends Ihe e.tabli,hlllent of schools for the train-
ing of teachers in the white as well a; the colored schools of the state. 
THE COLLEGES. 
Bv request, Hon. Charles Theodore Russell is to deliver in February a spe-cial course of lec,ures before the Law School of Boston University on 
Parl iamentary Law, to which members of the Coliege of Liberal Arts and the 
School of Theology will be admitted. "'J\.lbert S. Bolles, Esq., author of works 
on " The Conflict bdween Labor and Capital," "Political Economy," etc., is 
delivering a course of le.ctures befure the Senior class in the College of Liberal 
Arts. Rev. Dr. Daniel Dorchester concluded a course of lectures before the 
School of Theology on Monday. Topic: "The Conce~sions of Liberals to Or-
thodoxy."--Harvard's requ irements include but three languages: Boston's 
lour. One can en ter Han'ard without having studied Solid Geometry, Chem -
istry, Physics, allli Rhetoric, all of which are included in the requirements at 
Boston. Even in Greek and Latin, one can. enter Harvard wilh considerable 
less than the new Hoston standard demands. 
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Spelling Reform D.epartment. 
Conducted by O. C. BL.ttKMIIR, Director of the Northwestern Branch of the Spelling 
Reform Association. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
To tilt Editor 01 the SPelli1tg Relorm Departfllm/: 
BEING very much interested in the "Spelling Rerorm Department" in your columns, and as you invite discussion on the different subject, no-
ticed, I would like to speak briefly or a few points in the tWll article.; found in 
Nos. 49 and 50 of yovr paper. 
The first starts out with this propo;ition: "The ideal of an alfabet is that 
every sound should hav its own unvarying sign, and every sign its own un-
varying sound." • 
In this statement I notice that silent e is omitted in tbe word have, and in 
the word" own, should, and sign, the silent letters are not omitted. In the 
second article of the Con ;tilUtion of this "Spelling Reform Asociation," I see 
the silent e is not omitted in the word" secure, cirmlate, int-roduce, urge, and 
people. In the word alphabet, for the digraph ph, its equivalent 1 is substi -
tuted, while in th~ word, addresus, articles, scnools, ways, means, the final s 
has the sound of z, but no note is taken of it. Why, in one imtance, drop si-
lent letters, and then use tbem in other places; and why use substitutes in 
some places, and not use tbem in other places wbere th _ sound demands them? 
In the 'words l1le1ttion, nation, transition, erc:, no substitute is u.;ed for the 
sound of sh. In the words Philological and eighteen, ho sub;titutes for ph 
and eigh. Now, I do not understand why this is so, and if you will explain, 
I will be very truly grateful, Re3pectfully, 
DEXTER, JA ., Jan. 5, 1878. M. FOSTER. 
In reply to the above, we should say that a silent letter should not be omit-
ted from a word, where such omission would mJ.ke a new word, or would 
lead to mis-pronunciation. If, in tbe words mentioned, "own," "should," and 
"sign," we omit the silent letters, we hav "on," "shud," and "Sill," which 
are certainly not the word; required. We c~n omit final e in sucb words as 
"have," "give," and "live," but if we omit final e in "circulate" and spel it 
"eirculat," who sbal say what·is the sound of the a in the last syllabI? 
We are thus brought to the necessity of introducing a few new letters, be-
fore we can make much bed way in omitting silent letters. If the reader has 
followed tbe articles in this Department, he has s~en that such new letters 
hav been devised and adopted by tbe American Filogical Association, and 
are now in use by the Spelling Reform Association. 
It does not seem possibl that perfect fonic spelling can be adopted at once, 
but ,there is no reason why one may not make a ' beginning in private corres-
pondence, and in the matter he may prepare for the pres. The lollowing 
rule. may be followed without the use 01 new letters and with no detriment 
to the pronunciation. . 
1.-Omit a from the digraf ea when pronounst as e- short, as in hed, helth, 
etc. -2.-Omit silent e after a short vowel, as - in hav, giv, etc. 3·-Write 1 
for pll in such words as alfabet, fantom, etc. 4.-When a word ends with a 
doublletter, omit the last, as in shal, clif, eg, etc. s.-Change td final to t 
where it has the sound t as in lasht, imprest, etc. 
The fear of being thought ignorant deters many persons from omitting si-
lent letters in their correspimdence"who would be glad to help in this great 
reform. 
But if such should hav a printe~ letter-hed something like this: "Any varia-
tions from the usjlal mode of spelling arise from a desire to help in the efforts 
now making to reform our inconsistent and irregular orthography;" he -might 
easily omit silent letters, or change his spelling to pure fonetics. 
If anyone wishe. a copy of the fonetic script letters it wil be sent on appli-
cation. 
The greatest assistance which anyone can give to the reform is to use tll~ 
new spellings kimse/f. 
Supt. W. T. Harris said in his recent address before the Spelling Reform 
Association: "In this matter we of St. LOUIS can spealb with positive experi-
ence. In the fall of 1866 the ph6netic modification of the alphabet, as invented 
by Dr. Edwin Leigh, was tried in one of our public schools as an experiment, 
and the following year it was adopted throughout the public schools of this 
city, where it has ever since retained its place. By this systen the cbild has a 
perfectlY.phonetic alphabet in so far as "one sound for each character" is con-
cerned, although it violates the third law of Latham iii having more than one 
characte~ for the same sound. Yet, ewen with tliis, we find the (o' lowing ad-
vantages in the system, which is still in use with u~ after ten years: I. Vain 
in time-a saving of a ye~r out of th~ t.hree ye.ars u~ually occupied in learning 
to call off easy words at SIght. 2. Dlstillct artlculatton, the removal of foreign 
accent and of local and peculiar intonations. 3. The development of logical 
power of mind in the pupil. He can safely be taught to analyze a word into 
its sounds and to find the letters repre. enting them, whereas, with the 'ordinary 
orthography, it is an insult to his reason. to assure him that a sound is repre-
sented by any particular letter. Hence, analytical power i. trained instead of 
mere memory from -the day of his entrance into school-and analytic power is 
the -basis of all mental activity." -
Musical Department. 
Conducted by Prof. W. L. SMITH, E. SaglOaw and Saginaw Cily, Mich. 
IS MUSIC OF PRACTICAL UTILITY? 
SOME time since we came across an article in one of our leading city news-papers 111 which a gentleman prominent ly connected with public schools-
attempted to make it appear that music wa, not a desira!>le branch of study 
in schools. Among other things he says : "It cannot be adapted to practical 
use, and does not come into play in bread-winning, and in getting on in the 
world." Without stopping to discuss tbis point 10 any extent, we wOilld ask 
what arguments can be adduced to ~ustain such an assertion? When we con-
sider the vast army of persons, as the census records will sbow, who depend 
upon their musical knowledge and abihty alone for means of livelibood, we 
are forced to doubt tbe gentleman' J assertion, and bel ieve that music does enter 
to a considerable extent into the matter of "bread· winning." Aside from ' 
this, we must also recognize the fact tbat the uses of music .re almost univer.-
sal, and the services of mU'iicians required upon all occasions, not only of joy, 
l>ut of sorrow, from the craile to tbe grave. S.>;iety seeks for music and 
welcomes its devo'tees on every hand. The church needs it, because as a de-
votional agent it appeals to tbe emotions and carries tbe soul, in humble adora-
tion, through nature to nature's G.>d. "It, plaintive strain ; calm and soothe; 
its joyous notes enliven, cheer, and anlluate; it, IJ ftier sounds elevate and 
transport." The state requires it; for music has a power t.) arouse the patriotic 
fire within the breast, and teach man to love his counlry. Armi~s have been 
raised and led to successful conflict by it, aid, and thus the destinies of nations 
have been controlled by its power. 
Again the gentleman says: "There are so many things pressing upon the 
time of the pupils in our schools that this (wbich, be says' in another place. 
'has but little practical bearing,') should not be allowed to engrOss time 
needed for other work." But we would ask,then, why should any other sub-
ject be taught or receive investigation, wherein th is so-called practical use 
does not enter, if music, for th ~t cause, is to be neglected? Glancing over the 
course of study pursued in the schools with which the gentleman is connected, 
we find that mucb of the" other work" to which reference is made, is upon 
such studies as geograpby, botany, astronomy, trigonometry, Latin, Greek, etc. 
. We agree that such studies are useful; but then, adopting the gentleman's way of 
thinking) if one does not expect to travel to other lands, why need he learn 
any more of geography than that which i, confined to the limited space in 
which he may move? Wby should a boy that intends being a farmer ever 
look inside of a factory or a machine-sbop? Sucb talk as this will not do for 
the intelligent man who desires that the rising generation should obtain a gen-
eral knowledge of all rubjects with wbich Ihey may be brought into contact 
the varied associations of life. Aside from a knowledge of music in a practical 
sense, or as an accomplishment, we ask that more attention be given it, in 
order that mankind may be able to appreciate intelligently wbat may be heard, 
or to understand rightly what may b<; written. How few of the many who 
listen to music are able Tightly to enjoy it? They hear its simpler strains, 
_and.are pleasedl but when its grander beauties are presented, its ricbest gems 
unfolded to the ear, nearly all are lost because tbe mind, through ignorance, 
is unable to grasp and comprehend them. Aud, again, from this lack of 
knowledge concerning the subject, how utterly unable are they to render a 
just criticism on what they do hear; how little can they understand of what 
they may read about music or musicians; how circumscribed is tbeir knowl-
edge of the literature of music or the philosophy of sound; and how little 
do they know of the proper use of the human voice, not only as an instrument 
for singing, buffor reading or sp~aking as well! Surely it is time that the 
delightful' enjoyments which are found in the correct understanding of music 
fihould not be reserved for the few; but that the sunlight of song should be 
permitted to enter and gladden the hearts of all, 
-The coast at the Port Said mouth of the Suez canal is advancing outward 
, at a rapid rate, estimated at fifty yards per annum-a truly alarming statement, 
which, if only half correct, will involve extensive dredging operations every 
year. The general level of the Mediterranean is said to have fallen about four 
inches since the canal has been opened. 
-The public library of Victoria, Australia, has 90,000 volumes; the libra-
ryof Parliament, 40,000; the University library, 16,000; the Supreme Court, 
17,000; and 130 other public libraries have 174,103' 
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A LETTER FROM PEARL MONTROSE TO A FRIEND. 
My Dear Friend: 
YOU ask me if I believe what I write. J answer, "I believe." Yet away down in the farthermost corner of my heart, I am conscious of the old' 
prayer arising" Help Thou mine unbelief." 
I know our profession is a grand, a glorious means of shaping the destiny 
of the human race; I know the pure unsullied child-love is very sweet reward; 
and yet I will confess, I never see anyone ascending the rhetorical heights of 
the sentimentally sublime on the suhject of teaching, without holding my 
breath in fear .and trembling, lest they, by some mischance, topple over the 
precipice of the ridiculous. 
It is well to grow dreamy over tDe ., barefoot boy" of our immortal Whit-
tier, but wait until the same boy' gets his winter boots on.' 
Our eyes grow dim as we linger over the pathetic lines of Dickens's sweet 
little poem, 
" When the little ones gather around me, 
T o bid me good-night and be kissed,"-
yet somehow those self-same kisses get woefully mixed up with bread and 
butter, and bad colds. 
Yet after all, my friend, we believe in sentiment. It is to our life what In-
dian sumll\er is to autumn. No matter how royally beautiful the forests grow 
and glow, unless the skies grow dim and hazy bending down to kiss the earth, 
and we feel our hearts grow gravely glad in harmony with nature's symphony, 
we feel as if we were defrauded of our rights. Indeed I've not yet forgiven 
18n for withholding our Indian summer. 
So our "foolish fancies" ancl "fine-spun theories," so strenuously denounced 
by the strong-minded, thoroughly practical person, soften and beautify our 
tasks, and leave us all the better ' for indulging our imaginations. 
One rule for the treatment of our pupils, the Golden Rule. Always speak 
to them, from the least to the greatest, ju,t as you would speak to a guest in 
your home. The most scrupulous polite"e's is due to them, and the teacher 
who gives this cannot fail to secure an tq\l v.del\t ret~rn. 
Yet by no means fancy that you will e, cape the thousand petty annoyances 
incident to your calling. One by one the difficulties approach ; deal with 
them gently, yet firmly. Never act hastily; yet when, after llIature consider-
ation, you decide on a course of action, be as fixed and unchangeable a, are 
the universal laws of nature. Only thus can ,you secure success. 
Yours sincerely, 
PEARL MONTROSE. 
HOW T O TEACH SPELLING. 
To the Editor of the Weekly : 
I HAVE noticed in some of your recent issues articles relating to methods of teaching spelling in our common schools. As this is usuaJ1yan nnin-
teresting ,tudy, any suggestions that will aid in securing accuracy and at the 
same t~me afford variety m~y not be out of place. One of the greatest diffi-
culties teachers meet 11l relation to spelling is the correct use of words in sen-
tences, after the pupil has m~stered the orthography. To obviate this, I re-
quire my pupil. to prepare sentences containing five or six of the words to be 
'peIJed. These sentences may be connected in idea, or otherwise. This has 
proved quite interesting, and must of necessity aid the pupil in fixing the word 
in his mind, with its meaning . 
As an ocasional exercise, I select a list of ten or twelve words, and ask 
them to write a story containing these words. I gave to a class the following 
list: England, daughter, grandfather, Jiving, Indians, coffee, excitement, ad-
venture, wigwam, and I will copy a paper which. was written by a, boy thir-
teen years of age. . 
"AN INDIAN ADVENTURE. 
"In the early part of the eighteenth century, a family by the name of Dob-
bin emigrated from Eng/and to Maine. The fai-uily was composed of the 
father, mother, three sons, and one daughter of sixteen summers, named Ellen 
who was very beautiful and good. Mrs. Dobbin's father came over the wate; -
a little aner the family did, and the children boasted that they had a living 
grandfather over ninety-seven years of age. There was a young man Jiving 
near them whose name was Arthur Ferguson. H e was deeply in love with ' 
E llen, and Mr. Dobbin did not object to his advance5. Every time he dined 
with them he would let nobody put sugar in his coffee but Ellen. At this 
time, the Indians were very troublesome. Great excitement prevailed, and 
the people were all arming themselves, for they did not know at what moment 
the .fndiatls might fall upon them. Now occurs Ferguson's adventure. 
'·The Indians came to his house in thl' night, and, before he knew they were 
near him, they bound him, and told him that if he gave an alarm they would 
kill him instantly. They tied him to a horse and rode ' all night, coming at 
last to their village, where they left him in a 1vigwam, for they had resolved 
to make him run the .gauntlet the next evening. In the morning John Dobbin 
went over to Ferguson's house to see 'him, and when he saw the marks of the 
horses' hoofs, and or the Indians' moccasins, .the truth flashed upon him. He 
aroused the neil1hbors, and in less time than I can describe they were off on 
the trail, and Ellen was not left behind, either. It was several hours before 
they came in sight of the vtllage, and they waited until dark before approach-
ing it; then they rushed in and took the Indians completely by surprise. They 
set fire to some of the wigwams and killed several of the Indians: Then'aU 
at once Ellen ma<le a sudd('n dash toward one of the wigwams, and cut the 
cords that bound Ferguson's hands. Arthur afterward acknowledged that he 
owed his life to Ellen, as an Indian was jl1,t then entering the wigwam to 
dispatch him: 
"The Indians were completely subdued. Arthur married Ellen, nnd ihey' 
both lived to see 'he Indians driven to the far West.:' 
Of coutse, more difficl1~t and less suggestive words can be given in time. 
Will not others give us some different methoos f,'r teaching this subject? 
OAK PARK, ILL., Jan. 18, 1878. B 
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NOTES BY THE WAY. 
AT Watseka. there resides a Wasl~i ngton Jarnily who have in possession several highly valuable relics or heir·loom; of their honored ancestor 
George Was.hingt?ll. .This is a great country fvr Artesian welis. From 50 t~ 
150 feet bormg will bnng water to the surface. There are no liquor saloons 
at Watseka. 
Mr. Payne, at Gilman, is the author of Payne's Class Book, published by 
Gev. Sherwood & Co., Chicago. At Gilman are found Linseed Oil Works. 
At Loda E. B. Perry is principal, assisted by three ladies. Miss Stannard 
as~ i s t; ill the higher deparlmenr. 
At Paxton T. L. Evans, principal, is assisted by seven lady teachers. The 
Aurora system of grading and course of study are followed . Biography, one 
of Ihe finest features of the C.OUTse, receives due attention. Some of the best 
books that make up a library are furnished to the school. French's Arithmetics 
are used with satisfacti on. The short rece'ses are just being adopted. ~iss 
Cruzen, formerly of Urbana, is meeting with excellent success as a teacher of 
an intermediate !>chool. 
At R~ntolll~ Mr. Byron is ~t the helm . . H e has an excellent corps of teach· 
ers. MI SS Bally and Mrs. Vlllcent have charge of the primaries, Miss Abbie 
lIall of t~e. intennediate a~d gr~mmar school. Miss Hall is from Champaign, 
and has a sister teacillng With Supt. De Burn in the E:lst Side schools there. 
Both of these ladies are widely known as being very successful instructor,. 
Miss lhily IS a music teacher, and the litlle ones are made better, wiser, and 
happier by the songs they sing. . 
In a, fine wooden building on the East Side at Champaign we met Sup!. 
Eugene De Burn, who has steadily brought the public schools out of chaos up 
to a level with other schools of the county, so that the East Side may wel l feel 
proud oi the excellence attained. The study of language is made a specialty. 
A corps of seven lady assistants is employed. The salaries paid are rather 
below the average. On the West Side, Supt. Lannini', with nn equal force 
with Mr. De Burn, slays ig-norance right nnd left. The s~hool bllllding IS 
well arranged and many, modern appliances are at hand. Newspapers are 
found upon the reading table in the High School room. The s uperintendent 
marks those pieces which he thinks of a nature calculated to give most infor· 
mation upon those points prope'r to be read in the public schools. This is a 
capital idea and should be followed by other superintendents, principals, and 
teachers. Bett<!r leave out a lillIe geometry and physics rather tlian leave out 
what the newspapers can supply. Map-draWIng has acquired elegance, and pen-
nianship is taught by every teacher,-thereby saving the expense of an extra 
teacher. Compelilive examinal10ns are frequent; school work for the county 
fairs i ~ furnished in excellent shape and in abundilnce. Go to Prof. Lanmng's 
school thou poor teacher, consider his ways and be wise. A. H. P. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
To COltRHSPONDRNTs.-Make YOllr answers as brief as possible and not sacrifice clearness . 
Never send an answer or a question on. a postal card. Never m~lke any cancella tion marks 
III your solutions\, A17uays revise YOtly tlnS'lUey be/ore sendblg', to see that it is perrectly clear 
and contains no errors . The shortes t and best answt:rs will be published in preference to 
others. When it is possible, send your own answer when YOll send th e query. l\lake as 
lew diagrams as possible;. Write only on one side of the paper. Questions will be repuh. 
li she~ for three weeks jf no answer is received: 
QUERIES. 
JANUARY 17, 1878. 
21. What influence, if any, has the revolution of the earth upon its axis in 
preventing the earth from falling into the sun ; in other words, what tendency 
has the earth's daily motion to modify its mmual motion? E. B. F. JR. 
22. "Jefferson, Madison, and Randolph were leaders of the Republican 
party" .-Barnes. . 
" Washington, Jay, Madison, and Hamilton were leader, in the Federal 
party."-Ridpath. . 
"The election of Madison was a triumph of the Federalists."-Swinlolt. 
Wilt some one explain? S. 
25. The mouth of the Missi~slppi river is said to be some four miles higher 
-:-farther from the center of the tarth-than its head. Why, then, does the 
river flow southward? Does it not run up hill? H. 
26. What days are legal holidays for schools in Michigan? 
H. G_ HIPP. 
28. ~hy are not quotation marks used.in the Bible? 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Any ~ook nanud in t"illirt m ,IY 0' oot;;;;;;; oy rortfJardi"g the ;ri e to tile p,.6Ii,"· 
err '!f'lHR EDUCATIONAL WSRKLV. j , 
A ,?AMS.-Dictiona~y of English Literature . Being a Comprehensive Guide to Eng. 
IIsh Authors an~ theIr Works. By W. Davenport Adams. 410, pp. 720. Carult, 
PI It.,· &> Galpm, $4 00 
CU.R·~IS.-The Last years of Daniel Webster. A Monograph. By George Ticknor 
CurtIS. Svo. Pap. )). AIPlltolt &> Co.. 50 
KI RK.;-·Fhe Foundong of. Metals; a fractical Treatise on the Melting of Iron, with 
descr!pllOn of the FOllndl.ng of All0r,s; also of all Metals and Mineral Substances 
used on the Art of.Fou!,dong. Col e~ted from orJginal sources. By Edw, Kirk. 3d 
,d. lIIus. 8vo, pp. VI. , 272 . D. Wllliamr, 2 50 
LA V AUGUYON .-Guide to Painting on Porcdain and Earlhenware. By Madame 
Br~sler de la Vauguyon. Published by lillie. Tantiot. I6mo, pp. 31. Bds. S. R . 
Wmcllell &> Co. , • • • , • • . ..' 40 
LE CONTE.-Elements of Geology. A Text·Book for Colleges. a nd for the general 
reader. By Jos. Le Conte. IIIus. 8vo, pp. 5SS. D. Appleton &> Co., " 4 00 
LETOURNEAU.-Biology. By Chas . Letourneau. (Vol.. Contemporary Science I 7 ~ 
Sor.) Cr. Svo. 7. B. Lippincott &>·C • . , • _ ' • • • • J 
MOORE.,li'riendly Sermons to the Protectionist MailUfactlirers . (NO.4. Economic 
Monographs.) 12mo, Pap. G. P. P tti1:a11l'.s SOIlS, ~ _ _ - 25 
OTT.-Action of Medicines. By Isaac Ott. Svo, pp. 168. L indsay&>Blackisto .. , 200 
ROSS.-.:(he Microscope. By Andtew Ross. III LIS. I. mo, pp. 4S, Itldust. Pub. Co. 75 
SCHUMANN.-A Manual of H eating and Ventila tion in their practical application, 
for the use ~f Engineers. and Architects, embracing a Series of Tables and li'ornllll~e 
. for D1menslons of heatlllg, Flow and Return Pipes for Steam and Hot \Vater noIl ~ 
ers, Flues, etc, etc. By f.', Schumann, 'C , E. 12~0, full roan. D. Va1l Nostratld, I 50 
WALKER.-Money. By Fra ncis A. Walker. Svo, pp. xv., 550. Henry Holt &> Co., 4 00 
. Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WEEKLY, from one to twenty inclusive, will be furnished for five cents each . A ll published since No. 20, tcn cents each. Any who have extracop~ les of N os. 45 or 47 will confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend their su~· 
scription one week tor each copy so returned. 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on receipt of the next n1lmber, we 
will ma il it free . Always g ive the 1l11.11Iher of the paper, not the uate. 
In ordermg a change in the address of your paper, always give the postoffice and state 
from which you wish the address chan2;ed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
$2.50 per year (50 Nos.); $1.50 per volume ('5 Nos .). In clubs of five " ,'5 and $1.35. In 
clubs of ten, '$2.00 and $1.20. Three nionths on trial, 60 cents. Sent to PubHc l .. lbraries 
and R eadi ng Rooms for $2 .00 a year. Payment invariably in advance. 
The last numher paid for by each subscriber is au the address·label. The pa per will not 
be sent beyond that number unless the subscription is renewed, which should be done two 
weeks In advance. 
Remittances should be sent by registered leLler, draft, check, or P . O. money order pay-
able to S. R. WINCHELL & Co. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line. :lgate measure, 10 cents each .insertion. When .a special location is chosen, 12 
cenLc; a line. Special Notices, 50 cents a hne by \co,unt (hrevlcr). 
Special rales (or twelve, six, and three monl.lS contraclS. Orders from s trangt!rs nUlst 
be paid monthly in advance. . . 
Copy should be received by Salurday noon, prevIous to date ~r Issue. . , 
Each advertisingjage of THR EllUCA.TIONAL WSBKLY contains three columns, each col. 
.... umn ten inches, an one inch fourteen hnes. . 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Address all communicatlon.s to S. R . WINCHELL & CO .• 
'70 Madison St., Chicago . 
-Call the attention 'of your friends to our really extraordinary oller of Web. 
ster's Unabridged Dictionary on page 79· 
-Maplewood Music Seminary, advertised in our column<;, is highly recom. 
mended by those who have attended there. 
-,-We invite attention to the advertisement of "Family Bibles." If the tes· 
timony of their patrons is reliable, the :tdvtrtisers offer :tfine bargain in bibles. 
-A few of our Illinois club lists were missent last week. If any subscribers 
who received papers addressed to other p:trties will return them, we will see 
that the proper correction is made. 
-We have thoroughly tTied every kind of ink in the ma~'ket and are satisfied 
that the old standard article made by Maynard & Noyes, III Boston, IS not ex· 
celled in any respect. 
-The February number of TlfE PRACTICAL TEACHEK is now ready. Sub· 
scriptions are coming in in la~ge. clubs. Mr.. Poner, our general subscription 
agent, took f orty·five subscnpl10ns for the rEACHER alone at Bloomlllgton, 
Ilhnois, last week. 
-Our exchanoes will do us and the cause no more than simple justice if 
they will be a little more careful to give THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY credit 
for original matter selected from ils columns. We are gl:td to see these re-
prints, but we believe it will do no paper any harm to give due credit for all 
se leclions found in it, especially if the selections are made from respectable 
journ'als. 
_ Send ns postage stamps in [J:lyments of small amounts, but postal orders 
f01" larger sums. We can use one, two, three, and five cent stamps in almost 
any quantity, but larger denominations are seldom available. We have a few 
thirty·cent stamps yet on hand, also some Canada stamps, and by chance some 
official stamps of the government, all 6r which are useless to us, but were 
sent by our friends. 
NEW l\DVERTlSEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
New Text.books, Jansen, McClurg & Co. . 
Evergreen City Business College, Marquam and Baker. 
Springfield Business College, S. Bogardus. 
Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine, James Vick. 
Bradbury's Geometry and Trig'>llometry, Thompson, Brown & Co. 
Grand Educational Excursion to Europe, Eben Tourjee. 
Standard School Bouks. Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. 
Pennsylvania Song C"llection, J. P . McC~key. 
New Books, S. R . Winchell & Co. 
Chicago' Kindergarten Training School, Mrs. Putnam and Mis; Eddy. 
Visiting ·Cards, F. W. Wanner. 
